How Synzi Adds Value to Home Healthcare
Is your Remote Patient Monitoring or Remote Care Management
solution outdated, expensive, or underperforming?

Many home health agencies are realizing that omnichannel communication is
now a business imperative and that existing legacy RPM / RCM equipment limits
their ability to engage patients in any channel and device of the patient’s choice.
Synzi can save you money on a cost per visit with our virtual care solution – and
there’s no upfront investment in new equipment that can become quickly
outdated! Our customers are saving nearly 80% per user on a monthly basis by
switching to Synzi. And, their home health staff productivity is increasing by 3x.
We can help convert your staff’s drive-time to patient-time by using virtual visits,
text, SMS, and email to augment or replace many in-home patient visits.
Now is the time to move to Synzi and boost your bottom line.
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The Value-Add of Virtual Care
If you’re not communicating with patients in the ways they want, you’re
impacting patient care, losing business from potential new referral streams, and
impacting your staff’s productivity. Synzi’s innovative cost-effective solution can
help you grow your referral stream and remain best-in-class in your market –
without requiring an investment in new equipment which is soon outdated.
Our virtual care platform can help you take the next step in optimizing available
resources while continuing to provide compassionate care. With Synzi, your
staff can boost their productivity while also engaging patients in any manner
and on any device (smartphone, tablet, computer) your patients prefer.
•

Synzi’s complete solution includes video-based virtual visits, text, SMS and
email vs. competitive offerings which only offer a limited range of ways for
you to engage your patients. Your staff can convert 3 virtual visits for every 1
in-person visit.

•

No new equipment is required; no additional investment is needed for your
staff and patients to use our solution on their existing devices. Synzi’s
solutions offer a low combined first year Total Cost of Usage based on our
pricing of nearly 80% less than other RPM solutions.

•

One of our interpreters can participate in the virtual visits on-demand for
your patients whose preferred or primary language is not English. Text,
email, and SMS messaging can also be translated into the patient’s language
of choice.

The combination of a great value-add with the ability to leapfrog your
competitors’ capabilities makes switching to Synzi a great business decision.
Your agency won’t get left behind as other agencies move forward with
innovation – after all, Synzi is the winner of the “Virtual Care Innovation Award”
from MedTech.
Getting started is easy. Your agency can quickly implement Synzi and realize see
improved productivity and profitability.
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